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Enjoy A Hearty Meal Again With GALLMET!


Natural Bile Acids And Herbs To Support Your Digestion And The Quality Of Your Life
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Health recommendations of GALLMET bile acid capsules


	

 
Digestion support

	

 
Gallstones

	

 
Gallbladder surgery

	

 
High cholesterol

	

 
Bowel disease

	

 
Psoriasis

	

 
Bilitary reflux

	

 
Immune suppprt

	

 
Diabetes

	

 
Weight loss
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GALLMET products for the support of the digestion and biliary functions


Both products contain natural ox bile, but GALLMET-Mix also contains herbs to complement the effect of bile acids. For those sensitive to herbs in GALLMET-Mix, we recommend GALLMET-Natural.
We suggest you use one of the products for 2-4 weeks, then try the other one and continue taking the version that provides a better effect and feeling of comfort.
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Herbs in Gallmet-Mix capsule


	Peppermint: particularly supports intestinal microflora
	White horehound: helps to relax the gastrointestinal tract and maintain liver and gallbladder health
	Liquorice, Marshmallow root  and Fennel: aid digestion and prevent bloating







Doctors and naturalists who apply GALLMET products
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Dr Erika Balaicza
doctor, physician,
 naturopath
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Dr Istvan Tihanyi
doctor, iridologist, 
paediatrician
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Dr Szidónia Papp
anthroposophic physician
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Laszlo Beky †
naturopath
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GALLMET products have been tested and complied by the international WESSLING laboratory in the following areas:
	microbiology
	contamination
	heavy metals,
	radioactivity,
	doping,
	potency enhancement,
	allergens (gluten-, lactose and casein-free)

You can download the results of the laboratory tests!
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A GALLMET-Mix and GALLMET-Natural capsules

Both products contain similar amounts of bile acids, but GALLMET-Mix also contains herbs. 
 Herbs complement the effect of bile acids but some people may experience negative reactions to herbs. 

For those sensitive to herbs in GALLMET-Mix, we recommend GALLMET-Natural. 
We suggest you use one of the products for 2-4 weeks, then try the other one and continue taking the version that provides a better effect and feeling of comfort.



The two formulations may differ in efficiency depending on individual condition, sensitivity, and response but this cannot be determined in advance.
 
Both products have similar biliary and gastrointestinal effects.
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CONTACT
	GALLMED Ltd.
	77 High Street, Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN17 5AG, United Kingdom
	Email: gallmed@gallmed.co.uk
	VAT number: 5332120795

Company registration number: 08287408

Bank: Natwest Bank 31602290
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	Data protection
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Legal notice
The content on the site is only indicative. It is not intended to diagnose or treat any disease or condition. Additional information: GTC


















  We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.
You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.


Accept
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Privacy Overview

	

Strictly Necessary Cookies



Powered by  GDPR Cookie Compliance



Privacy OverviewThis website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.



Strictly Necessary CookiesStrictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.


Enable or Disable Cookies





If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.
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